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Introduction 

What follows is a split-genre critique, which is designed primarily for the emerging 

scholar, or critical thinker who is generally interested and curious about gender 

formation. The text below consists of a prose narrative adapted from my spoken 

word performance for the Femmes of Power event hosted by Dr Ulrika Dahl 

(Melbourne 2009). This is followed by an afterword in the form of an academic 

critique, which gestures to further theorisation of gender policing and gender 

“formativity” within the fields of contemporary trans/queer existential 

phenomenology.] 

 

Thames Estuary at High Tide 

It wasn‟t how the femme got out that impressed him; it was the way she got in. When 

Kit was nine or ten, and he was a boy then, the imprint of femme bravery made its 
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deep mark on him. He admired that getting in, that purposeful but elegant stride, the 

lapping of salt water on ankles, knees, bikini bottoms and doughy floating breasts.  

Kit wanted to be a little wave and lick at her perfectly curved shoulders as she 

dropped them under the water. In later years he‟d hanker for his own watery 

cocooning and the sweetness of envelopment – to be inside and pressed all over. An 

ocean, a heart-space, a lover‟s wet grip…. 

“It‟s lovely when yr in” she‟d say, and Kit would frown purposefully from the narrow 

strip of shingle beach. Little did Kit realise that he was lusting after the femme‟s 

grown-up-ness, her long muscles, her easy self-confidence and abandon. Kit wanted 

the complicated effects of her physical presence to splatter down on him like rain, 

like hot droplets from a mighty heart. It was not only a desire for – to be wrapped in 

her effects – but also a desire to be. Kit was compelled to be like her, to have what 

she had. The femme drugged him with invisible, unarticulated powers.  

Kit struggled with the water, unlike the femme. He submerged into it the slow and 

excruciating way. The water was cold, more present in its coldness than its wetness. 

Kit‟s feet numbed and turned an incongruous pale green. He had a body-knowledge 

of being in the wrong place, even before the water touched the gusset of his small, 

cotton pants. Eventually he‟d do it – get right in – but soon after, he‟d be out, 

shivering under a large towel with an elasticised hole, for his head to poke through.  

Kit used to wait for the tide to go out, would kick a large see-through beach-ball and 

enjoy the powerful thwack he could deliver to its round, mouth-inflated sides. The 

smell of beach-ball plastic thrilled him every summer; it was distinct, smotherly and 

probably toxic.  
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With permission to buy a pint of brown river shrimps, Kit would become 

entrepreneurial; he‟d swap some for a palm-full of winkles from the old man sitting at 

the back of the cockle sheds. They‟d sit together, each in their own way engrossed. 

They were skilled at handling the tiny picking-pins. With muted glee, they extracted 

dark, edible strands of flesh from within the spiral homes of the helpless creatures. A 

feathery carcass fluttered nearby, it was naturally tangled in a thick ridge of 

composting kelp and although wind-dried and sun-bleached, it still “stank to high 

heaven”. Kit sat unperturbed, calm in the swirling confluences of smelly salt-air. 

The mud was knee deep; it sucked and pulled, talked in gurgles, and smeared 

green-brown clay between small toes. If Kit walked far enough, past the weed and 

the shells, he‟d find little basins of warm water. He gloated then, lied flat and safe 

and alone, glaring his belly at the sky. Kit was Robinson Crusoe searching rock 

pools for tasty crabs, he was a Roman invader cursing the fast tide, and he was an 

ancient Briton casting a net. Mud-streaked and dreamy, Kit was wary of mermaids … 

but the family-whistle, always heard too soon, would snap like fingers. “Come now. 

You can get caught by that tide”. 

Home 

There was a neighbour next-door who did crocheting. She was a very fat lady who 

didn‟t like her own daughter. She liked Kit though, and he loved her fat. On Sunday 

afternoons, she‟d sit comfortably in her throne-like chair, and invite him to sit 

between her legs.  

 He did this,  

compelled 
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and unselfconscious.  

Kit loved her spillage onto him, her bodily command – he was compliant. Once 

positioned, she‟d tip his nine-year-old head right back, into her warm sweaty lap and 

proceed to stroke his forehead. Slowly and softly and dreamily, she‟d trace her soft, 

plump fingertips around Kit‟s wide brow. He‟d keep very still, like an ornament, 

hoping for time itself to stop. No one else stroked him like that.  

 Left in his charge, unruly strangulations of dark, winkle-like hair flew out from Kit‟s 

head as if they screamed for the safety of an ancient wilderness. Kit was happy with 

that, especially when he was older and his ten-year-old legs could pump strongly 

down the length of a soccer pitch. His un-brushed hair careered like a panic of 

frightened slow-worms (the un-kept pets he so often caught in his quick grubby 

hands). Kit skilfully emulated Pele, Cruyff, and Bobby Moore, he was a glorious 

Neanderthal playing with other Neanderthals; yet to discover Medusa … 

Kit‟s grandmother would also have him sit close, in her bedchamber but certainly not 

between her legs. In front of the dressing table, she‟d brush out his rope-like strands 

of hair. She‟d prepare him as if he were a cake – fussing gently, she‟d pat him, 

powder him, drape him in flowing nightwear and smile assuredly. It was a love-

process. Kit understood then, by way of seduction, how long white nighties, perfume 

and certain feminine arts could entice him and bed him down.  

In his grandmother‟s spare room, Kit would willingly slip under the sheets at the 

designated bedtime – he was sincerely and inherently, a „good child‟. The bedspread 

was fat, and the bed was high. Bathed, silky and scented, he‟d say goodnight and 

climb up into that fleshy bed.  He‟d roll up the excesses of that long nightie, and jam 
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the soft clump into a ball between his legs. And there Kit became Tarzan and Jane, 

and also Tarzan who wanted to fuck Jane, and Jane who also wanted to fuck Jane 

(but not so much Jane who wanted to fuck Tarzan; she came later and required a 

special kind of „T-man‟).   

As a boy, Kit felt no contradiction and no inner conflict about his attraction to 

ritualistic, highly sensualised, feminine mysteries – so long as they were moments of 

non-normativity. Femininity as a secret enjoyment, a drag performance, or a 

reversible moment of transition (a gender shuffle) was not anathema to Kit. He 

especially loved the perfumery. 

When Kit‟s home was quiet and no one was upstairs, he sneaked into his mother‟s 

bedroom and secretly sniffed her hairbrush. (Generally, she didn‟t „have time‟ for Kit, 

but he admired her beauty and she looked just like Liz Taylor). After weeks of covert 

sniffing, Kit decided that he wanted his hairbrush to smell like his mother‟s. One 

evening at bedtime, he took two part filled bottles of Cachet and Charlie (presents 

from his hair-smoothing grandmother) and sprinkled their contents all over his 

hairbrush. His mother‟s hairbrush was made of wood and real bristles – Kit‟s was 

made out of pink pearlescent plastic.  

The following morning, expectant and excited, Kit leapt out of bed to try his perfume-

laden brush. To his shock and then suppressed worry, the hairbrush had broken 

apart into thirteen, small, neatly shaped pieces. The outcome of this clever initiative 

– the shock of something unforeseen – was similarly paralleled a few years later, 

when Kit watched his pet hamster give birth to several cute pink babies, which she 

promptly set about eating. The utter extremes between what is surely expected, and 
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what eventuates (as conceptual and experiential polar opposites), would forever 

fascinate, but disturb Kit greatly.  

A pack of neighbours swarmed around on the day Kit‟s wild hair was cut off. The 

local cottage industry was put to use; there was a woman up the street who could do 

it “much cheaper than they do at the hairdressers”. He was given the cut, in full-view 

of onlookers, outside the house. It was ok though, to have it so short. Apparently this 

style was „in‟. One only had to look around; there was Mary Quant and Twiggy after 

all. Kit‟s hair was layered, and despite the springy curls, it still managed to look 

„French‟. Kit‟s quiet voice whispered in his own head, “Don‟t worry, it‟s a boys 

haircut”.  

Kit actually enjoyed being the object of such an intense and judgemental gaze, these 

women knew their gender turf, and they were „gender experts‟. It was turf however, 

that he would eventually and proudly scuff up. There was a secret joy at being a 

child-slave whose teeth and ears could be examined by the firm, decisive fingers of 

neighbours. Thus Kit‟s sexgender1 perversions were carved into the contradictions of 

social prescription.  

One weekend, and without telling a soul, Kit snuck out early in the morning to the 

markets, and got a job selling men‟s shirts. He said his name was Peter, and the 

stallholder gave him fifty pence for neatening up the packets of mass-produced 

shirts. They felt stiff, and the cheap ones at the front came in plain pale colours; 

lemon, lilac, blue. The shirts didn‟t sell well, but in the guise of Peter, Kit didn‟t mind 

much about anything. On the way home from such solitary escapades, Kit copied 

how the bigger boys walked (and spat) and he spent his money on Blakies2 and 

sweets. He stood outside the men‟s section of Barratt‟s and longed for the right to 
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buy a pair of the brightly coloured, suede crepe shoes that were so tantalizingly 

displayed. Nearer to home, he‟d spit on the pavement, in a cool, indifferent, James 

Dean kind of way. 

Perhaps as quirk or gender shuffle, and in the same manner as the grandmotherly 

secret women‟s business, Kit‟s boy-ness was momentarily back-grounded when he 

„hung out‟ with Liz Taylor. This happened on weekends usually, which were oddly 

quieter than weekdays. In classic parental clichéd terms, Kit was “left to his own 

devices” – this can be translated as an unsupervised occupation of putatively 

innocent pastimes – „going out to play‟ and „watching TV‟.  

Kit was drawn to the TV-magic of Liz, stuffed her like a rag into the large open 

spaces of his heart and glued himself to her movies. Liz‟s violet eyes and harsh 

voice squeezed into Kit‟s guts, Priscilla in Lassie Come Home was Kit as much as 

Liz, and Liz‟s mastery of men could not be ignored. She was a supreme being. She 

was a goddess who could chew-up Tarzan or Jane for breakfast. Liz‟s hairbrush 

would smell just like his mother‟s, Kit was sure of that. Sometimes, at the seaside, 

when the tide was out, and in the shimmering mirage bouncing off the soaking clay, 

Liz would emerge from a deep rock pool. Kit would scamper over like an excited pup, 

and Liz would simply look down and smile. Her smiles were always for Kit – 

fantastical, benevolent and sensually bestowed. 

The boy that Kit was, disappeared one day and an adolescent, a bedraggled gender-

mess of unfair design, certainly not his, was pushed and pulled into an 

embarrassment of over-arching femininity. The accoutrements of this deep 

embarrassment began with a pair of sling-backs and a classic of the 1970s – a cat 

suit. The cat suit was dark blue and crotched by the next-door neighbour, the one 
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who stroked Kit between her legs. The one-piece suit was full of holes. Kit‟s mother 

thought it was so „in‟ but he was horrified at the fact you could see right through it, 

and it itched terribly. It cost Kit‟s mother a lot of money, “what with that and the bright 

orange hot-pants”. And so, it was with great disassociative skill, that Kit squirmed his 

body into the unbearable skin of a holey cat. He wore it indoors with dirty plimsolls 

and prayed for his mother to forget that he „looked good‟ in it.  

Kit became her own boy fantasy as she was ordered into 24/7 girl-ness. Her father 

asserted this „girl-law‟, yet he was the man who‟d inducted Kit into „secret men‟s 

business‟, he was proud of her two-footed football skills and had taught her how to 

punch – he even had her practicing on the steel of the oven door. “You will come to 

the shoe shop, you will get a pair of girl‟s shoes and you will wear tan-coloured, 

nylon stockings. You will wear them to the end-of-term school party”. No amount of 

crying and desperate pleading could assuage her father‟s will and Kit was not brave 

enough to be naughty or disobedient. He‟d tried naughtiness twice before, when he 5 

and 7, the severity of his life-shattering punishments deterred him from ever again 

crossing the disciplinary law of the father. 

Sling-backs were chosen; they had ankle straps, which were stupidly thin, with tiny 

holes for the fiddley brass-coloured buckles. They had a „slight heel‟ and slipped 

awkwardly when Kit tried to walk. The tan-coloured tights added an extra plastic and 

treacherous dimension. Kit wished herself away, learned to climb the ropes of 

abjection and gradually dissolved into an alien gender wasteland. The arrival of her 

„real‟ body had induced a paternal freak-out …  

Later  
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As an adult frequenting the post-modern urban queer pockets of Australia, it became 

easy for a femme to tower over Kit, to stand comfortably in sturdy black leather 

boots, to lean ever so slightly against a door jam and fix Kit in her sights, but so too 

could a butch with his gall. These were thrilling fate-sealing gestures for Kit, sensual 

designs to silence mundane concerns. Being „gender struck‟ by the desire for 

butches or femmes, magnified gender and sexuality into highly charged, focused 

components of being. But for Kit, femme and butch intensity, so often rigidly policed 

and coupled, were known and understood through a more thrilling experience of 

gender hybridity. Kit‟s own „molten gender‟, shaped but still shaping over years, 

benefited from the challenges to test or play with both the limits of self and gender 

categories. 

A queer femme will strike a smile (like Liz); in her presence Kit trembles bone-deep, 

hushed by the depth of her reach. When questioning who can knowingly read the 

powerful effects of this gender, Kit ponders the myriad ways of orienting gender play 

– that hybridisation as an ongoing gender formation feels good with age. There is no 

compulsion to be „formed‟ in one way. 

Kit‟s admiration for „femme‟ and „young boy‟ genders harks retrospectively, and there 

is solace to be had as s/he glimpses the hybrid abilities which have, in the past, 

glanced all too quickly off the two-sided bathroom mirror.  

Even having settled in a warm coastal paradise, Kit cannot get into the sea quickly, 

and unless in drag, will not be found in sling-backs. An enduring admiration for 

femme magnetism has allowed Kit to occupy, at will, that magic power-space of 

long-muscled bravery. But Kit also has the robust, twisted gender abilities of re-
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shuffled, quirky hybridity, and – ever-trans-formative – gleans the best of gender 

worlds. 

 

 Afterword 

This story is not unusual, coming of age stories are familiar. Often they are 

meandering little narratives – wonderfully anecdotal, sad, funny, romantic, harsh, – 

and often they conflate gender and sexuality, but they are also part of the philosophy 

of becoming. They are „held up‟ (albeit weighted with gravitas) as important 

existential mirrors and they carry the load of heurism. We are supposed to know 

something more of ourselves having understood our „coming/s into being‟.  

The „coming of age‟ narrative might also be cast as a „coming out‟ narrative. It is not 

my intention to deconstruct both forms of narrative here (although there are some 

very fine lines between them). „Coming out‟ has a generic association with sexuality, 

which I displace (but do not de-link entirely) for the purposes of privileging gender in 

this analysis.  

What „we‟ are meant to understand of „our‟ selves is of course not universal. Given 

that neither being, nor understanding of being, is uniform, the personal coming of 

age narrative is one medium that contemporary trans and queer theories can utilise. 

For example, trans theory can deconstruct sex/gender conflation and illuminate 

sex/gender entwinement (not easy tasks), or it can speak to specificities of being 

through many theoretical pathways, existential phenomenology being one. This latter 

project in itself is a non-normative theoretical direction, one that I choose to take in 
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order to grapple with „locating the subject‟, which in phenomenology, is fraught with 

complexity. 

The coming of age story above, points to a consciousness of ongoing gender 

formation. To begin an academic conversation about this, using the story as a 

backdrop, I preface my comments with some general points about „formation‟.  

The notion of formation is extremely problematic, it suggests we aim for a 

destination: we become „formed‟. The desire for gender to be formed – fixed and 

stable – and perhaps then operate as a stabilising force (through which people might 

comfortably and unproblematically identify as butch or transgender butch or femme 

or cis for example), must not dismiss the equally important view (and experience) of 

gender as a molten way of being (in which there is a preparedness to utilise, or 

embrace a seemingly ever-complex, forming, gender-landscape). 

One might say that we are always forming. We can understand „ongoing gender 

formation‟ in much the same way as we might understand our sexual becoming as 

ongoing. Knowledge of different sex acts and kinds of sexualities, or how sex acts 

and desires can be politically/personally interpreted, does change over time, and so 

does knowledge of gender. Through the diversity of lived experience, a more 

expansive knowledge of how to „be‟ or how one can, or wants to be, emerges. This 

facet of gender life, contributes to existential phenomenology. Nuances of gender 

are after all, nuances of selfhood. 

There are broadly non-popular (although locally popular in feminist-, queer-, and 

trans- literature and theory), „back-to-front‟ trans coming of age stories. (For 

example, Hall 1928, Devor 1989, Feinberg 1993.) These narratives are often 
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preceded by a traumatic interference into gender process at young or so-called 

formative ages. Thus they „delay‟ a desired gender formation until some enabling 

forms of gender activism appear (in generic socio-cultural and/or medico-legal 

senses: rebellion, support, openings, permissions, modifications and so on). I do use 

the term „back-to-front‟ loosely (one might even say ironically or naively), given my 

critique of a linear normative developmental progress, but it is a useful term because 

it indicates the shuffled arrangement of gender which I highlight in this analysis. 

The „back-to-front-ness‟ from what we can call violent gender narratives allows us to 

see more clearly, and thus elucidate, the „later-on‟ stories of gender formation which 

should not be bypassed by a normative teleology of becoming. „Later-on‟ stories are 

precisely self-explicit; they arise after the young „formative years‟, later on (into 

middle and late age), when gendered subjects might be expected to have „properly 

formed‟. For this reason at least, we can regard non-normative gender as a 

conscious knowledge and experiential component of our being.  

On such a gender landscape (and especially as it connects with a likewise forming 

sexual landscape), one can examine the limits and borders of self – again this is a 

topic for existential phenomenology. Violent gender stories carry the heurism of 

„tested‟ self-knowledge and self-hood. In terms of gender formativity, they can serve 

as backdrops for forming-ness as well as formed-ness. Abusive and/or violent 

gender processes, such as we read in the sling-back story, do not necessarily result 

in a wish for a finally-formed stable gender.  

Hybridity and Formativity  

One way of resolving gender mistreatments is not to look for a point of „normative 

cure‟ at which one can finally feel rested and at peace (with a stable gender form), 
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but an appreciation that where the twists and turns of gender development have 

occurred (and cannot be un-experienced), they may have effected quirks – 

outcomes which have a right to exist as „perfect imperfections‟. This 

acknowledgement of gender non-conformativity is not new (for example see 

Halberstam 1998 and Prosser 1998); the point I am adding is about non-

conformativity as complex formativity.  

Ongoing gender formation, as a theoretical subject and a lived experience is open to 

expansive and illuminating discussion – especially when it sits between one 

argument for stable gender identities (as desirable) and gender abolishment (also 

desirable) as another. Halberstam (1998), like others, has critiqued queer theory for 

exalting the notion of a fluid self especially when this notion is cast as being 

desirable and rebellious, to the extent that it ignores the fact that gender rigidity is so 

often a desirable and material phenomenon. The concept of molten or hybrid gender 

as I utilise it here is not to cast fluidity as a theoretical ideal of gender transgression; I 

acknowledge the lived reality of gender categories and I do not call for a post-gender 

utopia. The issue I am raising, is that when the „fluid self‟ of queer theory is refuted, 

the theoretical space in which to theorise gender movement may be closed down. 

Halberstam for example does indeed state that “ … gender identities involve some 

degree of movement (not free-flowing but very scripted) …” (ibid 147), but the 

complexity of this movement is not fully articulated. As such, gender narratives like 

Kit‟s which in his/her/hir later life are forming (through the life experiences of all kinds 

of gender policing) should contribute to the analysis of how violence and trauma 

inflect positively on quirky, shuffling, adjustable and slippery gender identification.  
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Policing of normative, non-normative, stable and unstable genders takes place in 

harmful ways but it also happens in a material and psychological reality. That reality, 

I suggest, can be queerly understood as an endearing, thrilling and comfortable 

aspect of gender formativity. In this way, the notion of mis-fitting is rendered 

problematic, not for the reason of having to fit, but for the reason that fitting itself 

becomes irrelevant in the face of formativity. 

If one reads back into Radclyffe Hall‟s 1928 Well of Loneliness (as a transgender 

narrative), one might say that Stephen Gordon (as a boy Nelson who was coerced 

into wearing girl‟s clothes for example) did, by virtue of class privilege and strength of 

character, forge possibilities to embrace gender formativity as ongoing.   

The desolate and lonely sexgender-landscape for both Hall‟s three selves (birth-

identity, author-identity, preferred-identity) and Stephen Gordon is infamous as 

deeply lonely, particularly because sexuality as an “unspeakable outrage” and a 

“corruption against nature, against God” (1928, p. 228) (and its impossibility to 

flourish with subsequent heartache) is conflated with and subsumes gender. This 

conflation is understandable given that gender and sexuality (as non-normative and 

mostly distinguishable within Krafft-Ebing‟s pathological framework – emerging from 

Germany circa 1886), were socially unacceptable forms of being in 1928. This meant 

that Stephen‟s coming of age gender narrative, in full, attracted a somewhat 

attenuated reading of attrition. The work of scholars such as Love (2001), 

Halberstam (1998) and Carr (1998; 2007) however, has re-dressed this imbalance.  

The endearing features of non-normative gender formativity in The Well, resonate 

today because we can read gender itself, with the benefit of what we garner from 

eighty four years or so, of feminist and GLBTIQ activism, literature and theory. (For 
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especially trans-informative historical accounts see the introductory chapters in 

Prosser 1998 and Stryker and Whittle 2006.) 

When young Stephen was „free‟ to be Nelson or to heroically save the maid from her 

sore knees, we as readers are acutely aware of the painful constraints that gradually 

tighten around the non-normative child and preclude any comfort with or transition 

into what I call „formative hybridity‟.  

Kit‟s story also provides a narrative of formative hybridity and it is one where 

although non-normative transgender is squeezed out of young-aged existence (at 

least externally as a socio-cultural, material experience) it „later on‟ re-emerges as 

formative, ongoing hybridity.  

Kit‟s story acts as a platform for at least articulating one sense of that ongoing 

hybridity. There are of course many hybridities, and as lived experiences or 

theoretical conceptualisations they may disrupt popular gender arguments, but they 

should be privileged with spaces of celebratory articulation. „Femme‟ as a distinct 

gender category, and „young boy‟ as another, have nuanced (and not so nuanced, 

explicit) articulations; they have fluid, constitutive particles, which move about and 

compliment one another.   

Fluid gender hybridities, as claimable ways of being in their own right, are less well 

known than other fixed genders. The obvious reason for this is because they move, 

but they do not just move in the sense for example, of Tarzan being switched „on‟, 

and thus Liz Taylor being switched „off‟, but in the sense that nuances of gender 

intermingle to varying degrees. One fine line between gender and sexuality exists 

here – D/s and S/M for example, can be components of gender and/or sexuality.  
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Liz, Tarzan, or Nelson, or transgenderbutch, or queerfemme are all subject to 

change depending on context. If the context for a person‟s gender is affected by their 

consciousness of gender expression, or a quotidian sense of creativity in gender 

play, or sexual activity, or conceptual work, or cultural and social landscapes (as 

some examples), formative gender is not a matter to „be cured‟ or fixed. Particles 

and components of gender move about and the nuances are important. 

In my own experience I have fallen foul of wanting „know‟ my gender (and have the 

freedom to express it) through fixing it. For me, much of my own gender policing took 

shape through hetero-normative ideals as well as constrictive lesbian feminist ideals. 

In part the liberationist benefits of queer theory prompted an escape from being 

policed, forging as it did a huge array of definitions and understandings of multiple 

genders. But still, these fixed queer gender constructions were often policed.  

The deconstruction (note that this is not the same as negation or dismantling) of the 

butch-femme phenomenon, into an additionally available multiplicity of femme and 

butch identities for example, allowed a space for both queerfemme and boy identity 

for example, to be embraced. But a multiplicity of gender, does not indicate 

formativity of gender, it simply indicates many different kinds of „fixed‟ gender 

category.  

By way of summary then – to „form‟ stable gender identities can further isolate 

others. Having ongoing gender components can result in the very rest and peace 

that I referred to earlier which drives the desire for stable fixed gender. The validation 

of movable gender hybridisation is freeing for those who live within and through the 

experience of ongoing gender formativity. Gender hybridisation is not an unformed 

and thus less real „on-the-way-to‟ gender formation, it is a valuable addition to the 
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philosophy of the ever-forming-subject in which the study of being and becoming are 

fundamental.  

Apart from the necessary critiques of colonialism and racism within the western 

literary phenomenon of „stories for boys‟, which „girls‟ have historically claimed, 

Nelson and Robinson Crusoe, as „later-on‟ (and early age) components of gender 

are perversely enduring. Even as „coming of age‟ gender narratives may be 

experienced through an alone-ness, their story telling does open the way for future 

understandings of gender non-con-formativity. Not only this, but ongoing gender 

formativity provides an epistemology of selfhood through becoming-ness – a 

consciousness of the undesirability of fixed formation. 
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Endnotes 
                                                           
1
 Sexgender refers to the entwinement of sex, sexuality and gender. For a full description of the term ‘sexgender’ see 

Horncastle 2009 
2
 Blakies (bought from the hardware shop), were small metal plates with spikes, which were pushed into shoe-heels. When 

worn, the shoes would make a clicking noise on the pavement. 
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